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Abstract 
This thesis is concerned with a nonlinear fourth order parabolic equation called 
Cahn-Hilliard type equation when it is non-degenerate and called thin film type 
equation when it is degenerate. Some new results on the well-posedness of the 
former equation with concentration-dependent mobility are obtained. A survey 
on some recent progress on the latter is also presented. 
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In this thesis we study a fourth order evolutionary equation of the form 
Ut + [a{u){uccx + f{y'))x]x = 0, (1.1) 
and its higher dimensional counterpart 
Ut + V ' [a{u)V{Au + f{u))] = 0, (1.2) 
where u is defined in Q, x [0, T], T > 0 and H is a bounded domain in W^. Here the 
diffusion coefficient a(2)’ 2 G M, is assumed to be either positive or non-negative. 
The equation (1.1) and (1.2) will be called non-degenerate or degenerate according 
to whether the former or latter condition holds. For the sake of exposition we 
shall take a to be smooth away from 0 and f to be smooth. Precise assumptions 
on their regularity will be stated in subsequent chapters. 
Many models in physical and biological sciences are in the form of (1.1) and 
(1.2). Among them two most important subclasses are the Calin-Hilliard type 
equation and the thin film type equation. Let us discuss the Cahn-Hilliard equa-
tion first. 
The Cahn-Hilliard equation was first proposed by Calm and Hilliard [CHI] in 
1958 to model the dynamics and pattern formation in the phase separation of a 
binary alloy. Here u represents the concentration of one material. In this context 
the coefficient a is called the mobility and f is taken to be the derivative of some 
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free energy density F which assumes the form of a double well. Specifically one 
usually assumed F 二 (1 -w”？. Although the mobility was assumed to be concen-
tration dependent, in subsequent studies people usually take it to be a positive 
constant. Since nineteen eighties there have been extensive numerical, analyti-
cal and experimental works on this equation and its various generalizations. It 
should be regarded as one of the most studied higher order nonlinear parabolic 
equations. 
We shall mainly study the well-posedness of (1.1) and (1.2). To be definite we 
need to impose some side conditions. We shall follow most authors by considering 
the following Neumann type conditions 
u— a(u)V(Au + f(u)) . " = 0 on dQ, (1.3) 
where v is the outer unit normal at dVt, the boundary of ？t. Alternatively one may 
conside the periodic condition: u[x + T) = u{x) for some T > 0. Results valid 
under (1.3) can be extended to the periodic condition without much difficulty. 
Notice in the non-degenerate case, the second condition in (1.3) becomes (Aw)^,= 
0. 
When the mobility is a positive constant and F[z) is a double well poten-
tial (convex for large z), the well-posedness of (1.1) and (1.2) under (1.3) is 
straightforward. This explains why in the literature people focused on issues 
such as long time behavior and the classification of their stationary solutions. 
For rather general F (still assuming a to be a positive constant) (1.1) was stud-
ied in Elliott-Zheng[EZ], and the study was followed by Novick-Cohen[NC] for 
(1.1) and (1.2). Basically they showed that (1.1) and (1.2) are well-posed if 
F[z) < C{l + \z\P), for some p < 1. On the other hand, when F{z) > + 
for some p > 丄，the solution blows up in finite time for some initial data. Less re-
sults are known when a is concentration dependent. In [Y2] Yin considered (1.1) 
with a vanishing at two points, 1 and -1, say, and constructed a certain weak 
solution which also lies between 1 and -1. Such a solution bears real physical 
meaning and so is called a physical solution. Later physical solutions were found 
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in all dimensions in Elliott-Garke[EG]. In fact, they restricted to a of the form 
(1 — 爪ao(2)’ ao(0) > 0, m > 1 and F of the form 
F = ( l - z y 
or 
F 二參((1 + z ) l o g ( l + z) + ( l - z ) l o g ( l — z)) + Fo, Fo e C^. 
How about the regularity of the solution? Due to the possible singularity induced 
by the degeneracy of a we need to assume a to be nondegenerate. Then in [Y2 
regular solutions were found for (1.1) when F is bounded. More recently Yin and 
Liii[YL] found regular solutions for (1.2), N=2’ by assuming the non-degeneracy 
and the boundedness of a, the polynomial growth of f and the smallness of the 
initial energy (to be defined below). 
In Chapter 1 of this thesis we study the well-posedness of (1.1) and (1.2) in 
the nondegenerate case. Some new results are found. As a sample we have 
Theorem A. Assume that a and f satisfy 
N = 1, ( a ) a[z) > 0 for all z G M; (6) a and a G L g ^ W ； ( c ) 3 C o > 0 s.t. 
F{z) < Co(l + 奸1) for some p < 1; [d) f and f" G W； 
N = 2, (a) there exist d > 0 s.t. a{z) > 5 for all z eR; (6) a and a' have 
growth exponent at infinity rii, n) respectively, 2n2 < rii； (c) 3Co > 0, 
s.t. F{z) < Co(l + for some p < I; {d) f and f" have polynomial 
growth at infinity, f" G L'^^iR). 
Furthermore, letting 
卜 0 G when N=1 
uo G i / 3 ( n ) when N二2, 
\ 
there exists a unique solution of (2.1) and (2.2) m C'^'^lHx [a, T])nL^ (O, T; F ^ Q ) ) 
for any a > 0, which satisfies the initial condition in the sense: 
J ui-,t) wo(-) (士 � • … � 
[strongly m L~[\l)). •If(•’ t) —> Vwo 
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In particular, the smallness energy condition in [YL2] is removed. 
In the rest two chapters we discuss the thin film type equation. Before the 
discussion let us point out two basic properties of (1.1) and (1.2) under (1.3). In 
fact, there are two identities for them. The first one is the law of the conservation 
of area. Indeed, by integrating the equation we obtain immediately the relation 
/ u{x,t)dx = / (1.4) 
JN JN 
Next, introduce the energy functional 
w = ; [ I•…2- [ m , 
丄 Jn Jn 
where F is the primitive function satisfying F(0) = 0. By a direct formal compii-
一 tation we have the following dissipative relation: 
[ a M | V ( A w + / M ) | 2 = £:(^ 4-，0)). (1.5) 
JQt 
Using (1.4) and (1.5) it is not hard by using a regularization argument (see 
Yl]) or Galerkin approximation (see [EG]) to show that a weak solution of (1.1) 
or (1.2) exists in the space L�(0，T;丑丄�)）when a is non-negative, and F < 
C(l + \z\P), p<l. Moreover, it satisfies a(w)|V(Aw + f{u))\^ < oo. 
The thin film equation is in the form of (1.1) or (1.2) where a{z) is equal to 
It describes the motion of a thin liquid with depth u(x,t). This equation can be 
derived from a free boundary problem for the Navier-Stokes equation under the 
thinness assumption and the assumption that surface tension plays a dominating 
role. Experiments and numerical • evidence have confirmed its effectiveness in 
describing the dynamics of the film. In recent years the thin film equation has 
been a popular subject. As far as we know, there are at least three survey papers 
on it: Oron et al [ODB], Myers [M] and Bertozzi [B]. Especially in the first cited 
work one can find a derivation of the model and many related papers. Due to the 
fact there are many modified models to cake care of various different settings, we 
shall call (1.1) and (1.2) a thin film type equation if (1) a is positive for positive z 
and vanishes at 0 like some positive power n and (2) / is well-defined for positive 二 
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and vanishes or blows up at 0. In the physical models f stands for other physical 
effects such as gravitation f{z) = Gz, G G R, [E], [ED] and van der waals force 
f ( z ) = Bz-3 [WBj. We also note that the thin film type equation also arises in 
other context, for example, when a{z) = z, it describes the interfacial motion of 
two fluids in a Hele-Shaw [GPS . 
Now, let us examine the well-posedness of the thin film equation. First of all, 
in view of the degeneracy of the equation, it is natural to consider the solvability 
in terms of the weak solutions, whose existence is always guaranteed by the discus-
sion in the last paragraph. However, there is one complication. From the physical 
context we know that the thin films always lie on the surface. That means that 
the initial data are non-negative and one looks for non-negative solutions. As the 
equation is of fourth order, the maximum principle does not hold. In fact, when a 
is constant, it is easy to construct positive data with solutions becoming negative 
somewhere. It was the paper of Bernis-Friedman who initiated the mathematical 
study of the thin film equation. In [BF] they consider the one-dimensional case 
(without the /-term) and established an entropy estimate. This new ingredient 
enables them to show that the equation preserves positivity when a{z) = z^, n is 
greater than or equal to 4. As a result, for positive data, the solution is classical. 
When n is less than 4 (and greater than 1), one can still say things on the size of 
the zero set. Using this result they further construct approximation scheme and 
the concept of a weak solution so that there is always a non-negative solution 
for any non-negative H^-value. Subsequently their results were sharpened and 
extended in Beretta et al [BBD] and Bertozzi-Pugh [BP1],[BP2]. For example, 
it was shown that positivity preserving property holds for n > 3.5. They also 
developed some improved version of the entropy inequalities to get further regu-
larities of the weak solutions. It turns out that these properties, when applied to 
a certain travelling wave solutions, are sharp. Some of these developments have 
been extended to N = 2，3. 
In Chapter 2, we shall give survey on the basic results of [BF], [BBD], [BPl 
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and [BP2] with the /- term newly added. The following is a sample of the main 
results: 
Theorem B. Assume that a and f satisfies that 
(i) a{z) >0 for zj^O, a{z) = | z�ao(2) for z e M, n> 1，where ao G 
(ii) BCo > 0，s.t. F(z) < Co(l + 丨么丨叶” for some p < 1, / G 
(iii) uo >0, UoE H^Q). 
Then, when n > 0，the equation has a nonnegative type A weak solution; n G 
(1, 2), the equation has a nonnegative type B weak solution; n G (2,3)； the equa-
tion has a nonnegative type C weak solution. Furthermore, the solution preserve 
positivity when n > 3.5； that's to say. when n > 4 and Uq > 0, u must be positive 
in Qt and consequently the equation is classical solvable. 
Perhaps what makes the thin film interesting is its qualitative behavior. For 
example, is it possible to some positive solution touches zero in finite time? It 
is called rupture when this happens. There are numerous results showing that 
rupture is a common thing [BBDKJ. However, no rigorous results has been proved. 
It is also interesting to study the evolution of solution with compact support 
(they are called droplet), [E],[ED]. The spreading of droplet has been studied by 
several authors. Using the entropy estimate it is possible to establish the finite 
time spreading of droplets, see Bernis[B . 
In Chapter 3 we shall survey on Bernis's result. A main theorem is the 
following: 
Theorem C. Let 0 < n < 2, assume that uq = 0 in {xq — r � ’ xq + r� ) . Then the 
solution u has finite speed of propagation. Furthermore, VO < T < T*, we have 
the following estimate for free ‘boundary (•(力): 
C � —C ( 0 ) < AoT^(厂广�J~^i�lJcodt)\ 
\ Jo J 
where Aq depend only on s, n and a 二 8二二s，~ 8-3a+46- • 
Chapter 2 
A Nondegenerate Cahn-Hilliard 
Type Equation 
In this chapter, we study a general Calin-Hilliard type equation 
J + V . [—)V(Az^ + /(w))] = 0’ (2.1) 
where u is defined in some N-dimensional bounded domain n . We shall solve the 
mixed problem of (2.1) subject to the Neumann type boundary condition 
u以 二 {Au)u 二 0 on dn, ( 2 . 2 ) 
where is the (outer) normal derivative of u. The mobility a{z), 2； 6 M, is 
always assumed to be positive. For simplicity we assume the boundary of Q. to 
be smooth. 
We shall obtain global solvability of (2.1) and (2.2) under certain growth 
assumptions on a and f for A/" 二 1，2. These assumptions differ for different di-
mensions. Our solutions will be classical ones and the regularity will be described 
in terms of the parabolic Holder spaces which are defined as follows: 
Let N be a bounded smooth domain in W^ and Qr 二 fi x (0, T), T > 0. Then 
the space 5(、。(口了）{k > 0, a e (0’ 1))’ is the completion of C^CQt) under the 
11 
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norm 
r ( . d^u� WWck^ c = sup sup � sup ( V u + — j + 0<i<k 0<l<[k/4] I {x,t)eQT 饥 
I 時 ’ t) - • � (仏 5)1 + 11^ (0；, 5)1 \ 
SUP- s-t-/^ P 
ix,t)eQT {y,t)eQT \x y ^ b l j 
where V^ denotes partial derivative in spatial of total order i and [k/4] denotes 
the largest integer no greater than k/i. When a = 0, we drop the second term in 
this definition and get the space C''(Qt). Both 5、。(^丁、and C^(Qt) are Banach 
spaces. We also let be the standard Sobolev space. 
As the reader will notice, all results in this chapter remain valid when (2.2) is 
replaced by the periodic boundary condition. 
Unique solvability of the mixed problem will be established in two steps. First 
we derive a priori estimates for the solution. Then, together with a local existence 
result, we obtain a unique solution global in time. 
There are two basic properties we will use again and again. The first is the 
energy dissipation relation 
E{u{t)) + / V 一 + /(u))|2 二 EM, (2.3) Jo JN 
where the energy is given by 
E{u) = l [ \Vu\'^dx - [ F{u)dx, 
2 JN JN 
and 
F{z) = R f{t)dt. Jo 
The next one is the "conservation of area": 
[u(t) = [ Uo, yt > 0. (2.4) Jn Jn 
Both (2.3) and (2.4) follow from direct computations. 
Our approach is mainly based on the energy method, where a basic ingredient 
is the following well-known interpolation inequality. 
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Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality. Let u e and V^w G <q,r < 
oo, Q is smooth. Then there exists C — CN,m,j,p,r,q such that 
where i == i + ^( i - + (1 _ ^ < ^ < 1, except the following two cases: 
(a) If j = 0，rm < N, g = oo, then we assume u e L^ for some qe (0，co); 
(b) If 1 < r < oo and m — j - y is a non-negative integer, then the inequality 
holds only for 9 satisfying j/m <9<1. 
2.1 A priori est imation 
As the results depend on the dimension, we consider N 二 1 first. 
Proposit ion 2.1.1. Let u e C'^iQ^) be a solution of (2.1) and (2.2) on Q = 
(—1,1) . Suppose that 
(a) a{z) > 0 for all 2; G M; 
{b) a and a' G O R ) ; 
(c) there exists a constant Co > 0, such that F{z) < Co(l + 时丄)for some p < 1; 
� f and reLToM)-
Then 
sup ( u l + ) and / 工 + ul^^^) 
味: r ) Wf^ Jn J Jqt 
can be estimated by constants depending only on ⑴）and T. 
Proof. By (c), we have for some C. depend on £, and p, 
[F{u) <a + s [ |w|2. 
JQ JQ 
By the Poincare inequality 
一 I \u-u\^ < I ul = ^ I u) Jn Jn i^l Jn 
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and (2.4), we have 
[F{u)<e{-^ [ ul + \n\'ul)+Cie). Jn 兀 Jn 
Therefore, by choosing e small, it follows from (2.3) that J^ ul is bounded for all 
t e [0, T]. In particular, it implies that u is bounded uniformly in [0, T]. So (2.3) 
becomes 
^ [ ul + 5 [ (u工工 + 減 < C(1 + B(uo)), 
丄 J?L JQt 
where 5 = min {a{z) : \z\ < sup |w|}. Then it follows easily that /g^ u^^^ is 
bounded. Next, 
l i t ! / - = 
=—I Uxxxx 0>(U)(Uxx + f(U))a: Jn 
= - 篇 - / u^xxx {cifua:x + af"ul + a'UxU^ + ci'ful) Jn Jn 
< - i ! x^xxx + [ ulul,, + / ^x)-
^ Jn Jn Jn Jo. 
After using Cauchy-Scliwarz inequality and interpolation inequality, we have 
[ K u i . . < ( / 們 / - U l " 
JQ JN JN 
< c{ [ u i n [ � / / ^ x f 
JN JN JN JN 
< e [ [ ul){ [ [ u U , 
JN JN Jq JN 
[uL < C{ [ [ 
JN JQ. JN 
< 已 f ^Lxx + C(c), 
JN 
[ < < C{[ F 4 ) 1 / 6 
JQ Jn Jfi 
< - ' " L x x + 0 { c ) . 
JN 
Therefore, 
~ I - L < - ^ 1 - L x + c � L ^ L )义 z ^ n + a (2.5) 
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Setting Y = sup f^ul^ and integrating (2.5)，we get 
IE[0,T] 
y < c - + c - T < i y + c - ( T + i). 
Hence is bounded. Finally it follows from (2.5) that f^^ ^xxxx is also bounded. • 
Proposition 2.1.2. Let u G C'^(Qt) be a solution of (2.1) and (2.2) for N=2. 
Assume that 
(a) there exists 6 > 0 s.t. a(z) > 5 for all z eR： 
{b) a and a' have growth exponent ni,n2 respectivehj, 2n2 < tii; 
(c) there exists Q > 0, such that F(z) < Co(l + l ^ f + ” for some p < 1; 
{d) f and f" have polynomial growth at infinity, f" G 
Then 
s u p ( [ | V u | 2 + [ …2 + [ | V A … 2 ) and [ ( | V A u | ^ + |A^i / f^ + I V A ^ ^ z p ) fe[o,T] \Jrt Jn Jn J JQt 
can be estimated by constants depending only on ||wo||/f3(n) and T. • 
Proof. From the energy identity, we can estimate 
sup [ I |VAi/|-te[o,T] Jn Jqt 
by the 丑i-norm off^o after using (a)-(c) as in Proposition 2.1.1. Next, we compute 
- - [ = - [ A'uV- [a{u)V{Au + f{u)) 2 dt Jci 
= - [ — [ aA-7i(/'Au + r | V u H 
JQ JQ 
- [ V A u + / ' |Vu | - ) Jn 
2 Jn Jq a 
+ W / � ” + 碰 ) i 崎 
ci 
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We have 
[AURIAUL' < ( [ [ a2(/0”"2 
Jn Jn Jn 
< C{[ |A… Jn 
< C{ [ [ | A � F 广 Jn Jn 
< e [ \A'u\^ + Cis) [ (2.6) 
Jn Jo. 
In the second inequality we have used the fact that has at most polynomial 
growth and � < oo. Next, 
J i ^ l V t f i V A i f < C J iV^nVA^I^ 
< C{F I•旧"2( F |VA�4)1/2 Jn Jn 
< C{( [ [ \ V A U \ Y \ [ | A � | 2 ) " 2 Jn Jn Jn Jn 
< s [ + C �（ [ | A 4 2 ) ( f iVTVif)， (2.7) Jci Jn Jq 
and 
jQ O' Jn Jn a 
< C ( 义 问 8 广 
JN. JQ — 
< s [ IA242 + C � . （2.8) Jn 
Combining (2.6) - (2.8)，we have 
- f lAzip < - - f + [ [ IA.42. f |VAtzp + l l . (2.9) dt Jq - 2 九 LJn Jn 
Integrating (2.9) over t, and setting Y = sup / �\ A u \ ~ and Yq = F^ lAuop, then 
y < Ci • V(a + [ |VAw|-) + C2 - a + Fo-
JQA 
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If we choose cr < a � ( d o is independent of t ) , such that CI(CR + Jq^ |VAw|^) < 1/2， 
then Y < 2Yq + 20-2 • a. So we can prove the uniform bounded of sup / � 
by replace 0 by a, 2a,... and so on. 
After we have obtained the estimate for sup J^ it follows immediately 
IE[O,T] 
from (2.9) that is bounded, and also we can estimate by using 
the Sobolev inequality. Finally, 
~ [ iVA^f = -
2 at Jn Jn 
< C{[ I•…2)1/2( [ | A ^ f ) l / 2 ( [ …2)1/4( r Jn Jn Jn Jn 
< - J VA'^U • V [ A A \ + a{f"f\Vu\^ + afAu 
< --[ivA^tf+ a [ + 
2 Jn Jn 
In the last inequality we have used the boundedness of NOW we estimate 
each term as follows by the interpolation inequality, 
f |V4锋|2 < ( [ 闷 [ 陶 jQ Jo. Jn 
< C{[ I•們r [ IVAzf [ |VA2zz|2)3" 
Jn Jo. JQ Jn 
< C{f \VAu\'f\ [ 
JQ Jn 
< e [ + [ |W\if， Jn Jn 
and 
[ I • • ？ < ( [ [ \VAU\Y' Jn JQ Jn 
< C{[ [ | A �2 ) 3 / 2 ( [ 
Jn Jn Jn Jn 
< C { [ r |八2才y/2 
Jn Jn 
< C [ (iVA^f+ |A2tf). 
JQ 
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As f^ f^ / �I • Aw 12 can be estimated similarly, we get 
4- f iVAtzp < f iVA^up + cf [ |VAzzp+ [ lA^tzp + lV dt Jn 2 Jn Jn J 
which implies sup 儿 |VAwp and J � a r e bounded after integration.• 
Proposit ion 2.1.3. Let u e d顺丁) be a solution of (2.1) and (2.2). Assuming 
that all hypotheses in Proposition 2.1.1 and Proposition 2.1.2 hold, then we have 
N = 1， the (?i’i/2-72orm is controlled by H"^-norm of uq ， 
N = 2, the Ci'a-norm is controlled by H^-norm of Uq {for some a G (0，1)). 
V 
Proof. By the Sobolev embedding theorem, we 
have u � t ) e Ci’i/2’ and 
^1,1/2 respectively. We prove the Holder continuity in time by a standard method. 
Here we only prove the Holder continuity of Vu in t for N=2, while the other 
cases can be proved similarly. 
Fix ti < t-2 e [0, T] and Let 
u • [Vw(xo, t2) - Vu(xo, ^i)] = sup |V^z(a;，力2) — Vu(x, ti)\ = 1). xen 
Without loss of generality, we may assume L 三"• [V^ (^3；o, ^2) 一 ti)] > 0. 
Using Holder continuity in x, we have for some constant Ci > 0， ( 
y . [Vu(a:o,t2) - Vw(xo,ii)] > \ on . ^ 广)� < (r 二 C i " ) 
y • [Vu(a:o, t'i) - 力 1)] > 0 on B^^(xo) 
\ r 
1 on BJxq) 
Sett ing <er(a：) = G Q⑴，then 0 on 
\ 
C7I -L' T^ < I . [VwOr, t2) - Vu{x,ti)]dx 
“ JBrixo) 
< I / V^r • l^lulXjto) - U(x,ti)]dx Jn 
=I / V^r ‘ ^ / ^((X, T)dTdx Jn Jti 
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= F [ V F , • 1/ • V • [A(I I )V(AW + f{u))]dxdT 
Jti Jn 
< Cs{ r [ [ + + iVi^r + iVi^nVA^zl^)'/' Jti Jq JQt 
So 
丄6 < C^\t2 - (we take r = CiL^). 
Therefore L < C\t2 - iip/^^. Together with the Holder continuity of u in space 
we conclude the proof. • 
Proposit ion 2.1.4. Let u e ^ (0,1)； be a solution of (2.1) and 
(2.2). Assume that a and f satisfy the hypotheses in Proposition 2.1.1 and Propo-
sition 2.1.2. Then the C仏-norm of u can be estimated by the C^'^-norm of uq. 
Furthermore, the additional regularity on a, f and uq implies the additional reg-
ularity on u. 
Proof. We rewrite the equation as a linear parabolic equation 
ut + + (a(u)Vu) . VAu + a / A u + ( a f V + a'fVu) . Vti 二 0’ 
whose coefficients depend on u and Vu. Since we have priori estimates for 
and || from above, the coefficients are bounded in C^(QT) 
for some (3 e (0,1). Hence, by linear parabolic theory, the of ii in Qt 
can be estimated by the of UQ. The general case for /c > 4 now follows 
from a bootstrap argument. • 
2.2 Long t ime existence 
Proposit ion 2.2.1. (local existence) Assume that a and f satisfy the hy-
potheses in Proposition 2.1.1 and Proposition 2.1.2. Then for any uq G 
satisfying the compatibility condition 
{uo)u = (Auo)iy = 0 on dQ, 
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there exists T such that (2.1) and (2.2) admits a unique solution in 
Here T depends only on a, f and the C'^'^'-norm of uq. 
Proof. Let T < 1 be given and consider the closed, convex set in given 
by 
KT = {ue : l|ulb’a(口了）< 1 + II询llci,"(�)}. 
For each u e Ki, let v be the unique solution of the following mixed problem 
vt + a{u)A^v + a'{u)Vu . VAv + {af){u)Av 
+[(a/�)(w)V.u + ia'f)Vu] • 二 0 in Qi， 
< 
v^ = = 0 on dVt, 
0) = UQ. 
\ 
By linear parabolic theory, the problem admits a unique solution v satisfying 
IMI—如 < c, 
where C depends on ||wo||c4,a(^) and the coefficients. Since — w o l l c �0 as T —> 
0, by interpolation inequality Ht* —tzoll^i.a also tends to zero as T —> 0. Therefore, 
for sufficient small T (depends only on ||^ o^|loa(iT))，we have 
bllci.-(Qr)-丨丨” 一狗丨b,a(�T) + 
So the mapping defined by = Au maps Kt into Kt itself, and it is compact. 
We infer from the Schauder fixed point theorem that A has a fixed point in Kt, 
1.e. (2.1) and (2.2) admits a solution in 54’"(•了). 
Next, we prove uniqueness of the solution. Let u and v be two solutions, then 
w 二 u — V satisfies 
Wt + V • [a(7i)V(Aa; + f{u) - f{v))] + V . — a{v))V{Av + f{v))] = 0. 
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So 
--f [ IVt^p = - f "^Aw • {VAw + f{u)Vu - f'(v)Vv) 2 at JQ JQ 
+ - a(v)) {VAu + f{v)^v)[ 
< / IVAt^P + C [ (IVtif + H' lV^zf + iVAH2) 2 Jn Jn 
< f + [ [ 2 Jn Jn J^ 
(by Poincare inequality) 
< / \VAw\^ + C [ IViif. 2 Jq Jn 
Therefore 
sup / |Vii;|2 S (7 . a . sup / fe[o,o-] Jn te[o,a] Jn 
Once we choose a small (depend only on 
[ 三 0 ( V i e [0,C7]) Jn 
and consequently zi；三 0 on (^ CT. 口 
Theorem 2.2.2. (global existence I) 
Assume that a and f satisfy the hypotheses in proposition 2,1.1 and Proposi-
tion 2.1.2. Then for any uq e satisfying the compatibility condition 
{uo)„ = {Auo)ty = 0 in dVt, 
� 
there exists a unique solution of (2.1) and (2.2) in C仏[Qt) for any T 〉 0 . 
Proof. By Proposition 2.2.1, we know that (2.1) and (2.2) admit a unique 
solution defined on a maximal interval [0,a;), a; < oc. We also know that if lu is 
finite, then lim|w(-,亡）||c"4’c«(m 二 � .H o w e v e r , our a priori estimate shows that the 
flui ^ ‘ 
g i^’�•了)-noi,m of u is uniformly bounded for all T < LU. Then by Proposition 
2.1.4’ the 54，"(口了)-noi.m is uniformly bounded in Q^. So u cannot be finite, 
contradiction holds. • 
Theorem 2.2.3. (global existence II) 
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Assume that a and f satisfies the hypotheses in Proposition 2.1.1 and Propo-
sition 2.1.2. Furthermore, let 
uo e ifi(n) when N=l, < 
Uo e when N=2, 
\ 
then there exists a unique solution of (2.1) and (2.2) in x [a, T]) fl 
T; //^(Q)) for any a > 0, which satisfies initial condition in the sense: 
I —nglyn^L^m 
\/u(.,t) 一 Vuo 
\ 
Proof. First, we approximate uq by Uq已 G By Theorem 2.2.2，the 
equation 
Ut-bV • [a{u)V{Au + f{u))] = 0 in Qt 
\ u^ — (Au)t, = 0 on dQ 
u{x, 0) = Uo^ 
\ admits a unique solution u^ 6 
We have uniform estimates for ll'^ l^l^ oo(ori^ H^ )^) ^^^ Jq: I^AwsI) by the en-
ergy identity. 
Second, because /�了 iVAw.!^ < C < oo, so for all 5 > 0, we can find 
some Te G (0’ 書）with ^ < C < oo. By applying Proposition 
2.1.1 and Proposition 2.1.2 starting at 亡=T., we obtain a uniform bound on 
| | i z �己(巧平 1). By Schauder interior estimate, we have uniformly 
controled by 
Once we obtain the uniform estimate of 『！)，观 can select a subse-
quence which by Ascoli-Arzela Theorem, convergence to a solution u. It remains 
to show that u realizes the initial value uq. 
Claim 1: u(', t)�uo{-) (weakly in L'^Q)). 
Notice this claim is trivial for N=1 since we have the H51der continuity of u 
by the Sobolev embedding theorem. Setting � =f ^ u . { x , t ) ( l ) { x ) d x for some 
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fixed (f){x) e we have 
|(1>力)| = \ [ u社. 
=I / [a{u,)V{Au, + f{u,))]-Vd\ Jn 
Integrating over t, we get 
r < C [ |VAwe|2 + CT / 
Jo JQt 
< C < OO 
So we have |(I>£(力）||//i([o,:r]) < C < oo. By the Sobolev embedding theorem, 
|^ £(^)IICI/2([O,T]) ^ C < cq^ therefore we may assume that 歪(力） = J ^ t)(t){x)dx 
is continuous by Ascoli-Arzela Theorem. 
Since the space is separable, there exists a countable basis 於打⑷-By 
the diagonable method, we have 
lim / t)(t)n{x)dx = / UQ{x)(j)n[x)dx (n 二 1，2,...) 
But is dense in L^(il), so Claim 1 is proved. 
Claim 2: Vu(-,t) — Vuo(-) (strongly in 
2 at Jci JQ 
< / + [ |z^e|2” +咨（f 
2 Jn JQ JQ. 
4 Jn 
Integrating over t, we have 
[|V"“.")|2 �. 力 + / | V M . ) | 2 ’ 
Jn Jn so 
Jq JQ 
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Then 
ii^ [ < [ |VM.)|2. (2.10) 
“JQ Jn 
But Vix(•，i) Vuo (weakly in 1/^ (11)) by claim 1，we have 
[|Vzzo|' = !im f Vz^o • Viz < ( / Jn t^oJn J9. “0 Jn 
so 
[|Vuo(-)P <lim [ |Vw(.，力)|2. ( 2 . 1 1 ) 
Jn i-o Jci 
Combining (2.10) and (2.11), we have 
lim [ I•斗，力)|2= [ I•权o(.)|2. 
'一0 Jq J^ 
Then Claim 2 is proved by using the parallolgram inequality. Once we have 
proved Claim 2, by Poincare inequality u(., t) tends to Uo(') strongly in 
Finally, we prove the uniqueness of the solution. As in Proposition 2.2.1, we 
set w = u -V, where u and v are two solutions. Then 
-4- [ < A ! IVA^P + C [ ( |VH2 + H 2 | | 2 + H2|VA叫2) 
2 at Jq 2 J^ 
< [ |VAW;|2 + C [ + . ( [ IV—2+ f |VAv|2). 2 Jn Jn Jo. Jn 
Case 1: N - 1 
By Poincare inequality, 
i妄[I•圳2 < J [ i V A ' o f + (7( [ [ I•叫2+ /.IVA叫2 + 1). 
2 dt Jq 2 Jq Jq Jn 
Integrating over t, we have 
sup / |Vu;|- < C[(7+ / / |VAu|^) sup / IVi；!'^. te[o,a\ Jn Jq� JQa £€[0,^] Jn 
Now uniqueness of the solution can be proved as in the proof of Proposition 2.2.1. 
Case 2: N=2 
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By the Sobolev embedding theorem, 
- - f IViif < A f + C f \Vw\' + C{f f 2dt Jq 2 J^ Jn Jq Jn 
< - - [ + C [ I• '�|2 . 2 Jn Jn 
So . f ^ |\7u»|2) < 0 for some large ju and uniqueness follows. • 
Remark. In the proof of the theorem, the condition uq G when N = 2 
is only needed for uniqueness, in order to prove the existence we only need 
uo e 
When N=2, our assumptions on a and f are more restrictive. It is not clear 
whether global existence hold when these assumptions are lift. Nevertheless, the 
energy identity gives a way to define a weak solution. 
Definition. We call u e L^{0,T;H\Q))门丄2(0’ T;丑^⑴)）a weak solution of 
(2.1) and (2.2) if for any 0 E C°°(Qt), 
f U(l)t - [ U(l) + [ Uocp + [ a �• ( A w + / �= (2.12) 
Jqt Jn Jn JQT 
Furthermore, we require u satisfy the boundary condition 
= 0 on a n X (0’T). (2.13) 
Remark. The concept of the weak solution given above is in some sense the 
generalized one of the classical solution. In fact, if u is the solution of (2.12) in 
Cf二 Qt)’ then we have 
[ [ u t + V . {a{u)ViAu + f{u)))]o = 0 
JQt 
for all 0 G C^(Qt) by integration by parts. Therefore u satisfies the equation 
(2.1). Integration by parts in (2.12) again with 0 G 观 obtain 
[[a{u){VAu + f{u)\/u) • 1^0 = 0. Jo JdQ 
Since 小 is arbitrary, a is positive and the boundary condition ih == 0, we conclude 
that u also satisfy another boundary condition (Au)t, = 0. It remains to show that 
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u satisfies the initial data. Actually, from (2.12), we know that u(-,t) convergence 
weakly to uq as t tends to 0, thus u{x, 0) 二 ？^。(^；)- That's to say, u also satisfies 
the initial data. So any weak solution of (2.12) in must be the classical, 
solution of the problem (2.1) and (2.2). 
Theorem 2.2.4. (global existence III) 
Suppose one of the following conditions holds: 
( N = 1 : a{z) > 0 for all Z G M, a is continuous; 
F(z) < C{1 + I之P+i)’ p<l： f is continuous. 
< 
N = 2 .. a{z) > 6 > 0 for all z e M, a is continuous and of polynomial growth] 
F[z) < C(1 + |2|P+i)，p < 1，f is continuous and of polynomial growth. 
Then for any uq e (2.1) and (2.2) admits a weak solution so that (2.12) 
and (2.13) holds. 
Proof. Pick two smooth, bounded sequences {a.} and {fe} which converge to a 
and f uniformly on each compact subset of M. Now, each pair {a^, fe) satisfies the 
hypotheses in Proposition 2.1.1 and (2.12). By Theorem 2.2.3, the corresponding 
mixed problem has a unique solution u^. We have, 
[ u办 - [ { u , — Uo)小 + [ a , �• ( A t / e + Mus)) • = 0. (2.14) 
JQr Jn JQt 
Using the assumption for a and /，it follows from energy identity that 
\\u.\\LHo,T-,mm <C<oo, / + fs(ue)f <C <oo. (2.15) JQt 
Case 1: N=l , by the Sobolev embedding theorem and (2.15)，we have 
h.llc-(Q^) < C' < oo and / w ^ x x � < oo . 
J QT 
So for a subsequence, we have 
Y 
u. u (uniformly), 
Uexxx�Wxxx (weakly in 
u , �u (weakly in L^{0,T] H ^ n ) ) ) , 
� + M^E))^�W (weakly in L''(Qt)), 
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where w can be identified by ^ya{u)[uxx + /(^))^. using the above compactness 
properties. These properties enable us pass to limit £ — 0, then gives the desired 
weak solution. 
Case 2: N=:2, by (2.15), we have 
[ \ V A U e + f ' ,{Ue)WUef<C<00. (2.16) 
Jqt 
Using interpolation inequality, 
‘ [ / f w i v � | 2 < � [ f K T 小 确 i � t 
Jqt Jq Jn Jn 
FJ-> 
< C [ {[ Jo Jn 
Jo JQ JQ 
< 5 [ |VAue|2 + C � . (2.17) 
JQt 
In the second inequality, we have used f : growth at infinity at most polynomial 
and ||ii£||i,oo(o,r;//i(Q)) < C < oo. Then combine (2.16) with (2.17), we have 
[ < c < o o . (2.18) 
Jqt 
Using again (2.15) and (2.18), we have the following compactness properties 
‘ u , �u (weakly in {0,T-, 
< V A U , �V A U (weakly in L^(QT)) 
+ FE{UE))�W (weakly in L'^{QT))-
\ 
Here w is equal to yja{u)V {Au-{-f {u)) by using the above compactness proper-
ties. 
In order to pass to limit, it remains to show as(Us) 一 a(u) strongly in L'^(QT)-
By the interpolation inequality and (2.15)，we have 
lUehooiQT) < < CO and \\a,(Us)V{AUe + f.z{Ue))\\L2{QT) < C < c c , 
where Lp(-) means that for all 0 < < p < oo. Then by the equation, we 
have 
II 认"』L?(o’:r;(L<?* ⑴))'）<C <0G for all 0 < q < 2. (2.19) 
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From (2.15) and (2.19), using the Aubin-Lion's compactness lemma (for the con-
venience of the reader, we list at the end of this section), we get u^ u a.e. in 
Qt. Combining with ||UC||LCO(QT) < < CO and a^ at most of polynomial growth, 
by the generalized control convergence theorem (see below), we can prove that 
ae{u.) tends to a{u) strongly in I?�Qt), 
Finally, we prove that u satisfies (2.13). In fact, we have known that 
/ iVAw.p < C < oo. 
Jqt 
Thus by the Sobolev embedding theorem and ||w£||L°°(o,T;ifi(fi)) is uniformly bounded, 
we have 
I I <C <oo. .- Jo Jdn 
So for a subsequence, Vu. 二 Vu weakly in x (0，T)). But Vue 三 0 in 
dQ X (0,T), therefore u must be zero almost everywhere on the boundary. The 
theorem is proved. • 
The compactness lemma of Aubin-Lions. 
Let Bq, B and BI be reflexive Banach spaces with a compact embedding 
BO ^ ^ B and a continuous embedding B ^ BI. Then for 1 < p, g < oo, the 
Banach space 
W = {v： veL^{0, T; Bo), vteL'^iO.T] Bi)} 
is compactly imbedding in B). 
For the proof, the reader may look up the paper [L . 
The generalized dominated convergence theorem: 
Let Q be a domain with fimte measure and {fn} tend to f almost everywhere 
in Q. Suppose that {fn} is uniformly bounded in for some p, 1 < p < oo. 
Then {fn} converge to f in Lp(Q). 
Proof. If p = oo, the theorem holds by Lebesgue's dominated convergence 
theorem. 
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Now, let's assume that 1 < p < oo, and take any positive number q less than 
p. By Egorov, theorem, we know that for any <5 > 0, there exists a subset Es, 
mes{Es) < 6, such that {/„} tends to f uniformly in Es-
Notice that from 
\fn\\LP{n) <C<oo, 
we have for a subsequence, 
f n ^ 7 weakly in " ( (7) . 
But fn tends to f almost everywhere, so we can identify f with / , so / G L^iP). 
By Holder inequality, 
f l/n-JT < + 
Letting n tends to oo and 8 tends to 0, the theorem follows. • 
As a consequence of the theorem, we obtain the following corollary used fre-
quently in this thesis. 
Corollary. Suppose that {fi,n} tends to fi almost everywhere in Cl for I = 
l，2，...’m，{/o,n} converge to fo weakly in and {//,„} lies in ！ / 爛 um-m formly bounded for I = 0,1, where ^ l/pk < 1. Then k=0 
广 m « m 
lim / ( n A v O = / (n八小 
… 九 L o to 
Proof. We only give the proof for m = 1, and the general case is similar. By 
Holder inequality, 
/ - / fi{x)fo{x)dx 
JQ JP. 
< I I fl{x)[foAx) - foix)]dx\ + I f /o .nW[/ l .nW " flix)]dx 
JQ H 
< I j fl{x)[fo,n{x) - fQ{x)]dx\ + - /l||z,Po/(Po-i)||/0,n||L^o. 
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Letting n tend to oo, and using the generalized dominated convergence theorem, 
the corollary follows. • 
Chapter 3 
The Thin Film Type Equation 
The thin film type equation assumes the form (1.1) and (1.2) just as the general 
Cahn-Hilliard type equation. Here the mobility a{z) is positive fov z ^ 0 and 
satisfies a(0) = 0’ so it is degenerate at exactly one point. Typical choices of a 
are a{z) = z"^ + i-tz爪,0 < m < n, /.i > 0. We shall also assume f to be smooth 
for 2： > 0 and continuous or blow-up at z = 0. 
It is routine to check that the energy identity (2.3) and the conservation of 
area (2.4) remain hold in the present situation. Hence for F^-initial data there 
are uniform control on the solutions in L°°[0,T; and /。了/� 
Using an approximation scheme it is not hard to show that a generalized solution 
of the equation exists in Z/°°(0, T; i f^(n)) . However, the new ingredient is that 
— — w e are interested in non-negative solutions——solutions which becomes negative 
somewhere do not have a physical meaning as a thin film. So our task is to find 
non-negative solutions with nonnegative initial data. 
Positivity or non-negativity preserving property was first discovered by Bernis 
and Friedman, and the other results were extended by Bertozzi, Piigh, Garcke, 
Griin and so on. In this chapter we mainly discuss on these result. 
3.1 Posi t ivi ty for n>4 
The following result is immediate in view of the Proposition 2.1.1 in Chapter 2. 
31 
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Proposit ion 3.1.1. Consider (1.1) and (1.2) where a and f satisfy 
(a) a is continuous, a{z) > 0 for all z G R; 
{b) feC^ and F{z) < C(1 + 奸!)，p < 1, for all z G M. 
Then for any classical solution u of (1.1)，(1.2) and (1.3) in Qj^, 
11^^||丄°°(0’了;//1仰）and / a{u)\V{Au + f{u))\^ 
JQt 
can be estimated by constants depending only on a, f , N and 
Now we focus on N = 1. Let's assume 
( 
(i) a{z) > 0 for z 0, a{z) = |2;�ao(z) for z G M, n > 1， 
where GQ belongs to 
< (ii) there exists some constant CQ > 0，such that F{z) < Co(l + 
for some p < 1, / G Cf j : W ; 
(iii) uo >0, uoG 
(3.1) We consider the following approximation scheme, 
Ut + [a£(u)('Wxx + f{u))x]x = 0 in QT, 
< u工=U:cxx = 0 on dQx [0，T], (3.2) 
�u{x, 0) = Uqs 三 Uo. 
Where a,(z) = 5 € (0’ 1). By Theorem 2.2.4 we know that (3.2) admits a 
unique classical solution u. which is uniformly bounded in and 
51/2(•了）for any T > 0. 
Fixing some M > sup \us\, we define the entropy 
QT 
n i M 1 
Clearly G.{z) is monotonic decreasing in c and decreasing in and it follows from 
that lim Gs{z) = Go{z) by the monotone convergence theorem. Since a { z ) � t~ 
near z = 0, we have 
/ 
為 + 0(2--") if 1 < n < 2， 
Go{z) = log * + 0(1) if n = 2, 
+ R(z) if n>'2. 
\ 
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Where 
•(r^-n)，n> 3 
�O ( l o g i ) , n = 3 
0(1), n<3 
\ and the constants Aq, Ai and A2 are positive number depending on ao. 
Proposi t ion 3.1.2. (Entropy estimate) 
Let Us be the solution of the approximation problem (3.2). Then 
sup / G,{ue{-,t)) and / 心 
IE[o,T] Jn JQT 
can be estimated by constants only depending on f^ G.(uo), � cmdT. 
Proof . We have 
I 义 = L^'AUS) . uet 
= / GeMUexiasMiUexxx + 
= - ^ L x + / feMu；^ Jn Jn 
< - [ ^ L + C' [ ul 
JQ Jo. 
< - / + 询elli/1 ⑶）• 
JCl 
Now the proposition follows from integration. • 
Now, as c —^  0, the uniform bounds on L ° ° ( 0 , T ; a n d consequently 
enable us to extract a subsequence such that 
U s �u weakly in L�(0，r; H\n)) 
u, — u uniformly in (3.3) 
The function can be termed as a weak solution of (3.2) for c = 0. However, before 
a full discussion on weak solution, let's establish the following positivity result 
for these functions. 
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Theorem 3.1.3. (nonnegativity) 
Let u be the function derived from (3.3). If UQ has finite entropy, that is, 
f^ Go(uo) < oo, then 
(i) for 1 < n < 2, u is nonnegative in QT, 
(ii) for 2 <n < A, u is nonnegative: further, the set {u 二 0} has zero measure, 
and in fact 
I Goiu(-,t)) < C < CO, for all t e [0’T]. (3.4) 
JQ 
(iii) for n > 4, u is positive in QT-
Proof. By Proposition 3.1.2 and /�Gs{uo) < f^ Go(uo) < oo, we have 
[Ge(u,(',t)) <C <oo W e [0,T]. (3.5) 
JN 
(i) We prove it by contradiction. If there is a point (XQ, to) ^ QT, such that 
^^ (工0,亡0) < 0, since {u..} tends to u uniformly and u is continuous, there exists 
J > 0 such that for small e, 
to) < —S in (xo - J，rco + 门仏 
But for such x, 
NM『M 1 
= —r^drdy 
J-5 Jy a “ r ) 
厂 f fO 1 > Ci / / -drdy. 
J-6 J - l S 
Consequently, as e tend to 0， 
/ Gs{us{x,to)) > CoS'^/s . mes{Bs{xo)} 一 +oo, Jn 
contradicting (3.5). 
(ii) We now prove that mes{u{-,t) = 0} = 0 for all t G [0,T]. 
If not, for some t�G [0, T], the set E = to) = 0} has positive measure. 
Since { . � } tends to u uniformly, so for all > 0, we have 
to) < S for all x e E, when £ small. 
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Therefore, 
> G [ � —G o � 
log i + R(s) for n = 2 
= < 
似2-n + o � for n>2. 
\ Hence 
( r Ai log 7 . mesiE] —> oo for n = 2 lim / G , M x , t o ) ) > “ 
九 儿2沪—n . mes{E} — co for n > 2. 
\ 
Contradiction holds when we let — 0. 
Since at the points (x, t) where u{x, t) > 0, Ge{ue{x, t)) tends to Go(u{x, t)), 
and we have proved that mes{u{-, t) = 0} = 0，by Fatou's lemma, we deduce 
that “ 
/ Go(u(.，t)) <C <oo for all t e [0，T . 
JN 
(iii) If u is not positive everywhere in Qt, then there exists a point (XQ, to) in Qt, 
such that u{xq, to) = 0. By the Holder continuity of u, 
u{x , to )<C\x-Xo\ '^^ . (3.6) 
From (3.4)，we have 
I - �工’ to) < 0 0 for n > 2. (3.7) 
JQ 
But 
[ t o ) > C-^ I '^—^dx 二 CO for n > 4, 
JQ JN OC- XQ 厂丄 
contradiction to (3.7) holds. We have finished the proof of the theorem. • 
Theorem 3.1.3 tells us that for n > 4 and positive UQ, the "weak solution" u 
must be positive in QT- Thus the equation becomes a uniform parabolic equation. 
By a similar argument used in Chapter 1, we obtain 
Theorem 3.1.4. (Classical solvability) Assume that (3.1) holds. If further 
n > 4： and Uq > 0, then the thin film type equation has a unique positive classical 
solution for all T > 0. 
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3.2 Improved entropy estimates 
To treat the case 0 < n < 4, we shall consider a second approximation scheme. 
This scheme is based on Theorem 3.1.4. Unlike the first scheme which may not 
yield positive approximation solutions (see Theorem 3.1.3) when n < 4, this 
approximation scheme yields positive solutions. The positivity of these solutions 
enable us to derive an improvement on the entropy estimate which directly implies 
better regularity on the solution. 
For any e E (0,1), let's define 
a J z ) 二 ,�"，，z > 0 
and a“0) = 0. We consider 
/ 
Ut + + f{Y'))x]x = 0 in QT 
< u^ 二 linz = 0 on {士1} X [0’ T] (3.8) 
u[x, 0) = uoe 三 zxo + e没(9 to be chosen). 
\ 
As a.{z) = O(z^) for small z�by Theorem 3.1.4, for each fixed £ this problem 
has a unique, positive classical solution u. for all time. Moreover, the uniform 
bounds on u^ in L°°(0,T; Il^(n)) and still hold. Therefore, we can 
again extract a subsequence {u^j} such that (3.3) holds. 
Setting 
and 
三 { W 2 S}门 Q[<5，RJ’ 
here Q[S,T\ 三 ^^  x [J, Th Since U^ tend to u uniformly, we have > ^ 
> 0 in Ps for 
£ small, thus by Schaiider interior estimates, is uniformly bounded, 
so 
4 D^'u in P, ( IT = dt, dx, dx\ dx\ dx^) (3.9) 
The function u constructed in (3.3) and (3.9) will be called a weak solution for 
(1.1). To be precise, let's give the definition of the weak solution. 
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Definition. A function u e 广(0，T; HC^^^CQT) and < 00， 
for all T > 0, is called a t y p e A weak solution of (1.1) and (1.2) if 
/ U(l)t- U(l)+ Uo^ + / a(i/)(^ X:cz + /(w))i03; = O，for all 0 G 
JQT Jn Jn Jp 
Theorem 3.2.1. Under assumption (3.1)； the mixed problem (1.1) and (1.3) has 
a nonnegative type A weak solution for all n > 0 and UQ > 0 in H^. 
Proof. Let u^ be the solution of (3.8). By Proposition 3.1.1, we have 
/ 0'E{UE)\US:XXX + < C < OO. 
JQT 
Therefore, for a subsequence, 
\/ae{ue){iLexxx + �W (Weakly in L'\QT))- (3.10) 
By (3.3) and (3.9)，we can identify w with ^/a{u) (u^xx + in P. 
Clearly, u^ satisfies 
/ UeCth — Us(f)+ Uoe^ + / a j u , ) (u exxx 
JQr JN JCI JQT 
In order to pass to limit, we need to show 
lim / ae{ue){uexxx + f'{Us)Usx)(px = / O^u) {u— + f (^u)Ua：、(f^x • (3.11) 
s—Q J QT J P 
In fact, by (3.9), we have for all > 0, 
l i m / + f'{Us)Uex)(l>x = / a{u)(u:cxx + 
Ps JPs 
On the other hand, 
J P! JQT 
Since S is arbitrary, (3.11) holds. • 
Next, we present the improved entropy estimates by using the second approx-
imation. 
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Proposit ion 3.2.2. Let Us be the solution of the approximation scheme (3.8), 
and assume that assumption (3.1) hold. Define 
n M 丁 s 
where M > sup sup Then for all s G (—去，1)，we have 
QT “ 
sup [ G M ; t ) ) , [ and [ (ut^i te[o,T] Jn JQT JQT 
can be estimated by f^ Gs,s(uo£), ||uoe||/fi(Ji) andT. 
Proof. We have, 
4 [ Gs^eiUe) = - [ G',^{u.)[ae{u,){usxxx + f {Ue)Uex)]x 饥 Jn Jn 
= / [^^(We) [usxxx + f [Ue)Uex) Jn 
I £ "-ex ^exxx Jn 
= - f u t u l , — 5 [ + [ f ' i u M . 
Jn Jn JQ 
< - f ••Lx - s [ + c [ ulul. (3.12) Jn Jn JQ. 
By integration by parts, 
1 f 互+1 
< s � 丨 ‘4乂�+cm fur2 
Jn JQ JQ 
< [ � (3-13) Jn JQ 
and 
F ur'nlu，二 (3.14) Jn ^ Jn 
Combining (3.12), (3.13) and (3.14)，we have 
JTL^SAU.) < -{L-S) ^ ^ 义 ⑷， 
“ (3.15) 
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where A; > 0 is to be chosen. 
If s G ( -1 /2 ,1 ) , we can find some k > Q such that (s - k ? + |A;(5 - 1) < 0. 
As a result, there exists Ci, C2 > 0，such that 
+ 咖 — < 一 for all A,BeR. 
O 
Therefore, when we take 6 small enough, 
— [ ulul^ - i s - k ) [ 仏工工 + +到 / vi乂 
Jn Jn ^ J^ 
< —Cfi [ u l u l , — C^i [ u ” u ‘ . (3.16) Jn Jn 
It follows from (3.15) and (3.16) that 
I L Gs,sM < - c r ^ L — 1 + � • 
Now the proposition follows from an integration over [0,T]. • 
Remark. By definition, we have 
rM j-M rUQ+e^ rM 
Gs,sM - Gs,o{uo) = e J J | 7 f - 4一 + 义 J 
— ^ 〜 + 力 + 。 ( 二 ， - 2 ] + 广 广 比 办 办 
L (s — 3)(s — 2)� 人。 Jy a(r) 
If we take 6 < 2/5，then 
rM It s 
for some cr > 0. Therefore, for f ^ Gs,o("o) < 00，we have 
lim / Gs,e(uos) = / Gs ,oM-Jn JQ 
We conclude that if ^ < 2/5 in approximation scheme (3.8), Proposition 3.2.2 
gives a uniform control on the improved entropy, as well as the additional regu-
larity 
f <C<oo and [ (utht <C <00. (3.17) Jqt JQT 
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Bertozzi. and Pugh, [BP2], indicate that the additional regularity (3.17) is in 
some sense optimal since the non-negative source-type solutions attain it. 
We can use the second approximation problem and the improved entropy 
estimates derived above to improve the positivity result. 
Theorem 3.2.3. Let u he a nonnegative weak solution constructed by approxi-
mation problem (3.8) with f^ Gs,o{uo) < oo. Then 
(i) for \ < n < u is nonnegative in QT； 
(ii) for \ <n <LY, u is nonnegative in QT, further, the set {w = 0} has zero 
measure and in fact f^ Gs,o(u(-, t)) < C < oo for all t G [ 0 , T ] ; 
(iii) for n> u is strictly positive in QT-
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1.3, only now we take s 
close to —^ in Proposition 3.2.2. • 
Remark. Once we prove the positivity of the solution, by the uniformly parabolic 
theory as before, the classical solvability for n > 3.5 and x^o > 0 follows immedi-
ately. 
Theorem 3.2.4. (Existence for positive initial data) 
Suppose that w � 0 (in fact, it is enough that f^ Gs,o{uo) < oo). Then 
(i) for n > I, the problem (1.1) and (1.3) has a non-negative type B weak 
solution of the following sense: 
/ u(f)t — / a{u)uxx(f>xx - / a![u)uxu^x<i>x 
JQT JQT JQT 
+ [ a{u)F{u)u,cl), = 0 for all ct> € C^(QT)-
JQT 
(ii) for n > 2. the equation has a nonnegative type C weak solution of the 
following sense: 
[udt + [ a(ii)'"a:0xxx + ^ [ a'{u)u工yl(j)工工 + i I a�( t i )w乂 
JQT JQT 丄 JQT 乙 JQT 
+ I 汽 u ) u 工 ( f ) 工 = 0 for all (b G 
JQT 
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Proof. Since the conclusion is trivial for n > 4 by Theorem 3.1.4, we will confine 
ourselves to n < 4 and use the second approximation problem with 9 < 2/5. By 
Proposition 3.1.1, we have 
||We||z/»(0’7V/i(n)) < C < OO and / ae{Us)\Uexxx + f'{Ue)Uexf < C < OO. 
JQT 
Using the equation, we have 
|^�||L2(0,7V/-I(n)) <C<oo and \\dt{uex)\\mo,T-,H-^~{<^)) <C<co. (3.18) 
Taking s = 0 in Proposition 3.2.2’ we have 
f u l , <C<oo , (3.19) 
JQT 
consequently, 
Usxx Uxx weakly in L'^{Qt)- (3.20) 
Combining (3.18) and (3.19), by Lions-Aubin's compactness lemma, 
u, — u strongly in H^Q)) . (3.21) 
(i) It is clearly that u . satisfies 
/ Us(t)t - / Q'e{Uexx)<t>xx _ / Cie{Ue)UexUexx4>xx + / CLe{Ue)f'^{u^)uex(f>x = 
JQT JQT ''QT JQT 
(3.22) 
By (3.3), (3.20), (3.21) and a' is continuous since n > 1, we can let £ — 0 in 
(3.21) and obtain (i). 
(ii) Rewrite (3.22) by 
[U.e(t)t + [ as{u.^)(i)xxx + 尋/ + ^  / 
JQT JQT ^ JQT 乙 J QT 
+ [ 二 0. (3.23) 
JQT 
In order to pass to limit in (3.23), we only need to treat the fourth term in it. In 
fact, by the additional regularity (3.17) we derived above, we have 
[ < C < CO. 
JQT 
So by the generalized control convergence theorem, 
Usx — ih strongly in L^iQr). (3.24) 
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Combining with a" — a" for n > 2, we obtain 
l i m [ 二 [ a〃⑷讽 . 
JQT JQT 
The theorem is proved. • 
Theorem 3.2.5. (Solutions from arbitrary nonnegative initial data) 
Suppose that UQ > 0. Then 
(i) for n G (1, 2), the equation (1.1) and (1.3) has a nonnegative type B weak 
solution; 
(ii) for n G (2, 3)； the equation (1.1) and (1.3) has a nonnegative type C weak 
solution. 
Proof, (i) for n e (1, 2), we have 2 - n > 0 and a, a' are continuous, so we can 
take 5 = 0 in Proposition 3.2.2 to obtain (3.20) and (3.21) as in Theorem 3.2.4. 
(ii) for n e (2, 3), we have 3 - n > 0 and a, a'�a" are continuous, so we can 
take s close to 1 in Proposition 3.2.2 to obtain (3.24) again, Now we can prove 
the existence of Type C solution in a similar way. • 
Remark. Since the proof of the existence of the type A weak solution is only 
based on energy identity, the weak solution of type B and type C we constructed 
above is also the type A solution. 
By the additional regularity (3.17), we can extend the existence result to 
wilder range of n once we modify the concept of a weak solutions slightly. 
(i) For n e ( | , 1], the solution is of the following sense 
f r r a'(u) f 
/ a(u)ua:a:(pxx " / — / a(U) f�U)U工(f)工=Q 
J QT JQT J P U ^ JQT 3 3 (for some a G ( - , min(-, n))). 8 4 
(ii) For n e 2], the solution is of the following sense 
f ^ 厂 /、 I 3 f a'(u) A , 1 f , 
L _ L 樣 小 - + 5 L 工权•+2 i 
/* 3 3 72 + / a{u)f'{u)ua:(f)x = 0 (for some cv G ( - , m i n ( - , - ) ) ) . J q t o 4 i 
The reader is refered to the paper of [BP2] for the detail. 
Chapter 4 
Finite Speed of Propagation 
In this chapter we study a qualitative property of the solutions of the thin film 
type equation, namely, we shall show that the zero set of such a weak solution of 
(1.1) for n e (0, 2), propagates in finite speed. This property was first obtained 
in Bernis [BI] and we shall follow his treatment closely. Although this result is 
more general, we shall assume a{z) = z^ in (1.1). Clearly the result remains valid 
for more general a with similar behavior at 0, and the modifications needed to 
cover the general case are not difficult. 
In Section 1 of this chapter we shall prove the finite propagation property. In 
Section 2 we make a further step to showing that the free boundary, or interface 
of the zero set, moves in a continuous way. 
Let's put down two rigorous definitions. 
Definit ion 4.1. Let u : Q^ ^ R he a. function such that u{x, 0) 二 0 in some 
open subset (XQ — r � ’ XQ + TO) ^ 0，we say that u has "finite speed of propagation", 
if there exist T * � 0 and r, 0 < r < TQ, such that 
u(x, t)三 0 in Br{xo) x [0, T；. 
Definit ion 4.2. Under the condition of Definition 4.1，set 
C{t) = inffx <Xq- ro : u � � t ) = 0 in {x, a^o)}-
We call C be the (left) "free boundary" of u. Similarly we can define the right 
free boundary. 
43 
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4.1 Fin i te speed of propagation 
When a(z) = z", the entropy Gs,e defined in the last chapter satisfies 
The entropy function is unique up to the addition of a linear function, here we 
may take it as 
Gs，-办）=(1 + … ) ( 2 + … ) + ( 3 - 5 ) ( 2 - 5 ) ' (4-1) 
where s G ( — l ) \ { n — 1, n — 2}. 
The proof of the finite speed of propagation is based on some local entropy 
estimates. It is clear that the compactness results (3.3) and (3.9) also hold in the 
present situation, and we shall use the following global entropy estimates which 
can be proved as in Proposition 3.2.2 to obtain other compactness results we 
need. 
Lemma 4.1.1. Let u^ be a solution of the approximation scheme (3.8) andGs’e(z) 
is defined as in ( 4 . 1 ) . Assume that ( 3 . 1 ) holds. Then for all s e L ) \ { N -
1,71 - 2}； there exist positive number Ci, C2 and C3 such that 
[GsAM^, T))dx + C71 [ + C71 f 
Jn Jqt JQT 
< [ G s A M ^ ) + 一)办 + C'sT. (4.2) JD. 
L e m m a 4.1.2. Under the assumption of Lemma ^ . i . i and further take 9 < 2/5 
in (3.8). Then for all 5, max{ —l/2’n — 2} < s < I. s ^ n - 1, there exists a 
positive number C independent of e and T, such that 
{a)E ( u T ' \ x , T ) d x < C , (6) [ idu i , , < C, (c) / vT 'o tx < 
JN JQT JQT 
Proof. Since 2 + s — n � 0 , are uniformly bounded in Using 9 < 2/5, 
we also have f^ Gs,e(uo(^)+ < C < 00. Therefore, from (4.1) and (4.2), we 
know that (a) is true. As a result, (b) and (c) also hold. • 
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Lemma 4.1.3. Under the assumption of Lemma 入.1.2, we have, for a subse-
quence of {lie}； 
e [ (4.3) 
Jn 
— uS丨、XXKP strongly in L^(Qt), (4.4) 
如 — �X P strongly in L'{QT), (4.5) 
where XP is the characteristic function of the set P = = 0} U {t = 0}). 
Proof . First, we prove (4.3). 
For all small 5 > 0, it is clear that 
s I ul-^{x,T)dx -^0. Jps 
In order to estimate the complement of P^, we take s such that max{ — l/2，n -
2 } < s < 5 < 1 , s ^ n - 1 . Then by Lemma 4.1.2’ we have , 
e [ ui-'\x,T)dx < 5s--s.sf ut-'\x,T)dx 
JP!� Jp! 
Therefore, (4.3) follows. 
Next, we prove (4.4). Since {UL^^UEXX} is uniformly bounded in L'\QT) by 
Lemma 4.1.2’ by passing to a subsequence (still denoted by {ue}), 
UT^'^U.XX 二 w weakly in L"{QT)- (4.6) 
By (3.9), we can identify w by u^丨工工 in P. Using s and Lemma 4.1.2 again, we 
have 
[ < C < oo. (4.7) 
JQT 
Therefore, by the uniform convergence of {u.} to u, we obtain 
f utu：,, < C s u p — C ^ H - . ( 4 . 8 ) 
This shows that wl^^u.xx — 0 strongly in L'^({u = 0}) and so 
w = on Qt . (4.9) 
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It remains to show that 
[ 祝 X < f (4.10) 
卜 0 JQT JP 
In fact, by (3.9), we have 
lim f uiul, 一 [ u^ul, (4.11) 卜Q JPs JPs 
and by Lemma 4.1.1 and (4.3), 
li^ [办 Lr <C f - “2+卜"(2：’ 5)\dx — 0 . (4.12) 
E-OJQS " J n 
Then (4.10) follows from (4.8), (4.11) and (4.12) by letting S 0. Combining 
(4.6), (4.9) and (4.10), (4.4) is proved as in Theorem 2.2.3. Similarly (4.5) can 
be proved. • 
Remark. When 0 < n < 2, we can take s 二 0 in the Lemma 4.1.2 to yield that 
{u^xx} is uniformly bounded in 1?�Qt)- Thus for 5 > 0, we can identify w by 
us l^xx� i . e . we can remove xp in (4.4). 
Now we turn to the proof of the local entropy estimates. 
Lemma 4.1.4. Let be a sequence of approximate solution of the approxi-
mation scheme (3.8) with 0 < 2/5. Assume that (3.1) holds. Let ^ be a cut-off 
function 
> 0 on Br{xo) 
办） = 
[ 0 on B'Jxo), 
^{x) e Lip(n)f]C^^(Br{xo)). Then for all max{-1/2, n - 2} < s <1, s^n-1, 
we have 
[ i C (4.13) Jnn{^>o} 
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Proof . We compute directly 
Jn . � z 
二 f [ • � ( W + f'Mu,,)] + 4 [挪“⑷ h �(K:纖 + Jn JQ. 
< [ + C / + 4 f ft'GU⑷一e)[�+ �;M Jfi JQ. Jn 
=-[〜‘。：—4 / - s [ Jn Jn Jn 
+C f + 4 [ ft'G“�a“�+ � �J . 
JN JQ 
Next, we estimate each "bad" term as follow. 
三 f 
Jn 
=-[[〜2仏+、_ — 一 f [ 〜 广 从 。 I Jn Jn 
< 已 [ 邮 - sJi - [ [4代'+ 2 汉 + 
Jn JQ 
+C{s) [ 
< 已 [ - { s - c ) J i + C � [ < + 2 . 
Therefore, 
J i < e [ f V X L + � [ <+2 ( for 5 - 1 ) . (4.14) 
Consequently, 
f < e [ ^'u^ul^ + C(c) Jn Jn 
< ^ [ + C(^) [ (4-15) 
Using Young's inequality and the relation G'^ .{z)-a'^{z)�and • a^iz)� 
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zs+i, we obtain 
exxx Jn 
= - ^^^'utUsxUexx - / ^{Ue)a'^{Ue)Usxy'sxx Jn Jn 
JQ 
< s [ ^'uiul, + C(£)Ji + a(c) [ + (^O] 
JQ Jnn{^>o} 
< e [ + � [ <+2. (4.16) JQ Jnn{^>o} 
For the last term, we have 
f e^'G',{u)a{u)f'{u)u, < C [ ftV+i� Jn Jn 
< cJi + C{s) f 
< e [ f V t 4 + C � [ (4.17) JQ Jnn{^>o} 
So the lemma follows. • 
Proposit ion 4.1.5. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 人.l.J^, we have for all s, 
max{ —1/2, n — 2}<s<l, s^n — I , there exist some constant Ci, C2 depend 
on s such that 
Jn J p 
- <0-2 [ ' 一 + [ (4.18) 
Furthermore, if s > 0. we can replace P by QT in (4.18). 
Proof. By integration by parts, 
j j ^ v T i y l u , : = I J j ' u t - ' i u l ) . 
< s [ - ^ ^ ^ [ + C(c-) [ 
Jn ^ Jn JQn{^>o} 
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Then combining with Lemma 4.1.4 and by a similar argument as in the proof of 
Proposition 3.2.2’ we obtain 
JN JQT 
<C2 [ f ^^GsMx))dx. (4.19) 
•/Qt 门{�0} Jn 
Then the proposition follows from (4.19) by using Lemma 4.1.3 in passing to the 
limit. • 
Remark. In fact we can let s = —1/2 in Proposition 4.1.5 after removing the 
term �工 in (4.18). And if 2 + s - n = 0，(4.18) also holds when jg 
replaced by log(l/u). 
We shall use the following weighted interpolation inequalities to control the 
first term in the right hand side of (4.18). The proofs of these inequalities can be 
founded at the end of this section. 
Lemma 4.1.6. Let 0 < q < 2 and 0 < r < oo. Then for all v e fP例,we have 
/ r / 广 、 d z 广r \ / rr \ 2/9 
v'<c( / v"'] / (r - xYv^dx / (r - x^v' 
•r \J-r J \ J - r J V J-r J 
where = (10 - g)/(10 + Zq), e = (10 - q)/{2q). 
Lemma 4.1.7. Let 0 < q < 2 and - o o < —r < b < oo, assume that either 
b = oo or v{b) = v'{b) 二 0. Then 
/ b / rh \ d / . b \ 2 ( 1 - C O A 7 
v" < cl / I / {x + r^v^^dx 
•r \ J - r J \ J - r J 
Remark. Without loss of generality, we may assume 2:0 二 0 for convenience, 
and select 办） = ( r -工)+，0 < r < TQ. When s satisfies 2 + s - n � 0 ’ we have 
麵 + 〜 0 . 
Now we can prove the main result of this chapter. 
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Theorem 4.1.8. Let 0 < n < 2 and assume that UQ — 0 in (XQ — ro) TQ + 
ro). Then the weak solution u constructed above has finite speed of propagation. 
Furthermore, for allO <T < T” we have the following estimate for free boundary 
a n T b p 
C M - C(0) < A O T - ( [ [ ( 4 . 2 0 ) 
\ Jo Jm / 
where AQ depends only on s ,n, a = ( 2 - n + s ) / ( 8 - 3 n + 4s)’y0 = n / ( 8 - 3 n + 4s). 
Proof . Set T 
Es = Es{r, T)= [ [ {r- xYwlJxdt, Jo J-R 
F = F{r,T)= sup [ (r x^w^^dx, ie[o,r] J-r 
where w = lii+i and q = 2 - 2n/{s + 2). By Proposition 4.1.5 and Lemma 4.1.6, 
for s close to 1， 
F + E4 < CT^-DE^F'^I^-DYQ + CTT-')丄F‘训. (4.21) 
If we take T small, then TT-')平< CTF < s F ( for f < r < ro). And notice 
2(1 — d)/q < 1, so by Young's inequality, 
Therefore, by (4.21), we have 
E , < cT^El ( for守 < r < r。)， (4.22) 
where rj = q(l — d)/{q-2(l-d)), 9 = qd/{q-2(l-d)) = l + {2-q){l-d)/{q 一 
2(1-d)) > 1. 
Because EQ = we can view (4.22) as a differential inequality 
and the theorem can be proved as follows. 
By H51der inequality, 
El < 
Combining with (4.22), we have 
n 担 
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^ ^ (五广击）、丄 > cT 0+3 • dr —-
Integrating over r, we get 
Ei(r)i-击 < 击— c T ' ^ i r o - r) 
Once To is fixed, we can take T small enough, so it forces 
But Ei{r) is nonnegative and nondecreasing, so we have shown that 
及（r)三 0 ( f o r r < ^ ) . 
Consequently, 
Eo{r) =0 ( for r < 
So the finite speed of propagation follows. 
Next, we prove the estimate (4.20). Define 




� 0， if x > f . 
By Proposition 4.1.5，for all 0 < T < f , 
sup f�X+�)��,t (h: + f I {x + < c [ I w'\ (4.23) 
te [o T] ‘‘ 人 
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By Lemma 4.1.7 instead of Lemma 4.1.6，we have 
F + E4 < (4.24) 
where pT rO 
E s = / (3： + r Y w l j x d t , , Jo J-R \ rO F = sup / {x^rYw'^{x,t)dx. 
. te[0,T] J - r 
By Young's inequality, 
E, < cT^El 
where 77 and 9 are given in (4.22). Repeating the argument again, we get 
丑1 � 1-击 < 五i(ro)i-击—CiT—击(ro - r). 
If we take f such that 
then 
Bi(r) = 0. 
Therefore 
Bo(r) = 0 for all 0 < r < f , 
that 's to say, 
C(T) - C(0) < cT击丑i(r�)i-击. 
• 
Now we turn to prove Lemma 4.1.6 and Lemma 4.1.7. 
Lemma 4.1.9. Assume that 0 < q < 2 and 0 < r < co. Let I be the interval 
—r, r]. Then there exists constant Ci and C2 such that 
where 
a = ( 2 - g ) / ( 2 + 3(ri’ M = (2 - q)/{:2q). 
If I = Ft or I is a half-line, Co can be taken to be 0. 
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Lemma 4.1.10. Let 0 < q < 2 and z eR. Then 
厂0 / roo \ (2-<7)/(10-g) / 广o \ g[l-(2-g)/(10-g)]/2 
/ Ivl'^ < C3I / [x-zY^'^dx] / 142 . Jz \Jz / \Jz / 
P r o o f . It is enough to consider the case z = 0. For each 5 > 0 we have 
roo � s noo / noo \ 9/2 noo 
/ M ^ / \v\'+ / M…(2-叫 / +5"^ / 
JO Jo J s \Jo J Jo 
The proof is completed by minimizing in s. • Lemma 4.1.11. Let 0 < q < 2 and 0 < r < oo. Then 
rr f rr \ {2-q)/{10-q) / .r \ <7[l-(2-g)/(10-g)]/2 
J …r 化 ( y (x—2)4丨和） （ y • 
P r o o f . Consider the function Vi defined by = v{x) if —r < x < 0 and 
vi{x) = 0 if X > 0. Applying Lemma 4.1.10 with z = -r to Vi we have 
rO / rO \ (2-g)/(10-9) /广0 \ q{l-i2-q)/{10-q))/2 
/ \v\'<Cs[ / + / ’ 
J-r \ J - r J \ J - r J 
and applying the above inequality to v[-x) we obtain 
rr / nr \ ( 2 -g ) / (10 -g ) / .r \ q{l-{2-q)/{l0-q))/2 
/ 仏 / (x - / . 
Jq \JO J \Jo J 
The lemmas follows from the sum for the above inequalities. • 
P r o o f of L e m m a 4.1.6. It follows from Lemma 4.1.9, Lemma 4.1.10 and 
Young's inequality. • 
Proof of Lemma 4.1.7. If 6 < oo we consider the zero extension Vi of v to 
the interval {z, oo). Since v(b) = v'{b) = 0，the weak derivative belongs to 
CO)) if V e I/2((:’ 6)). Hence, it is enough to consider the case b == oo. The 
the lemma follows from Lemma 4.1.9, Lemma 4.1.10 and Young's inequality. • 
R e m a r k . The proof of Theorem 4.1.8 is based on local entropy estimates, it 
does not work for n > 2. In order to extend the result to other n, we must use 
other local estimates. Bernis has proved the same property holds for 2 < n < 3 
by using local energy estimates. The readers is referred to [B2] for details. 
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4.2 T h e regularity of free boundary 
Theorem 4.2.1. Let u be the weak solution we constructed before and J a com-
pact interval in which the free boundary ({t) exists. Then 
(1) ( • � is right-continuous in J if 0 < n < 
(2) c � e c n ( f ) for a// 7 e ( 0 ’ 击 ） V I < n < 暑， 
(3) a t ) e C^(J) for all 7 E (0，IFF^) if I < n < 2. 
Once we replace 0 by 7\ and T by T2 in Theorem 4.1.8，the estimate (4.20) 
gives an one-sided estimate for the continuity of the free boundary. It remains to 
show a similar estimate when the unequal sign is reversed. 
Since the condition 2 + s - n � 0 i s only needed when we apply Proposition 
4.1.5 to the region where u is zero, we know that the conclusion of Proposition 
4.1.5 holds for 2 + 5 - n < 0 when we take 汗）to be compactly supported in 
where u is positive. Therefore, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.2.2. Suppose that n > 3/2. Then the support ofu{-,t) is non-shnnking 
in t in the following sense: 
/ / t i(-,Ti) > 0 in (xo-rcxo+ro) C Cl, thenu(-,T2) > 0 a.e. in (xo-ro, Xo+ro). 
where 0 < Ti < T2 < co. Consequently,(� is nondecreasing. 
Proof. When we t ake� ( . )hav ing supported in {XQ - TQ^XQ + ro), we have 
[ < 00. (4.25) 
Jn 
Then we take s close to -1/2, since n > ？>12, 2 + 5 - n must be negative. As a 
result, T2) is a.e. positive in (xq — ro, XQ + r � ) . 
For the critical case n = 3/2 (see the remark of Proposition 4.1.5)，we have 
[ C ^ L O G — I — ( 4 . 2 6 ) JQ ui^^To) 
Then the lemma is proved. 口 
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Lemma 4.2.3. / / | < n < | and | < 5 < n - 1, assume that u(jr,T2) = 0 if 
((T2) < X < C(T2) + 2ro, where T2 > 0 and r �> 0. Then there exist positive 
constants f 二 f(s,n,Uo,ro,a) and Bq 二 Bo[s,n), such that if > 0 and T2 -
f <Ti < T2, C(Ti) exists and 
C(Ti) - c(r2) < BO{T2 -T,r(广 f M + i ) L也淑) 
V JTx h{T2) / 
where b = C(^ 2) + Q； and P are given in (4.20). 
Proof . Notice that from the assumption, we have 
1 - n + s < 0 and 2 - n + 5 > 0. (4.27) 
Therefore (4.18) yields the backward estimate 
sup [ C u � x , t f + s - r ^ d x + [ ^ ' u ' u l , < C / (斗则 
t€[TI,T2]Jn JQ[TI,T2] J Q[TUT2]N{^>0} 
Repeating the argument in the proof of Theorem 4.1.8, the lemma follows. • 
Lemma 4.2.4. If n > Q, then ({t) is lower semi-continuous. 
P r o o f . We only need to show 
lim m > Cfa). 
In fact, for all {tm} such that tm — o^ and C(^ m) 一 办 suppose that 
U{x,tm) = 0 in (C(力 m)’6(。） 
and b{tm) — b o �z q . Then for any smooth function 
rb{tm) rbo 
0= (t){x)u{x,tm)dx / (j){x)u{x,tQ)dx. 
Jatrrx) 人 0 
Therefore u{x, to) = 0 in {zq, 6O), SO 
C{to) < :0， 
the lemma is proved. • 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 4.2.1. Now (1) follows from Theorem 4.1.8 and Lemma 
4.2.4; (2) follows from Theorem 4.1.8 and Lemma 4.2.3’ where the best exponent 
a is derived by taking s close to n - 1. Finally (3) follows from Theorem 4.1.8 
and Lemma 4.2.2, the best number of a is derived by taking s close to 1. • 
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